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Abstract—General game testing relies on the use of human play testers, play test scripting, and prior knowledge of areas of interest to produce relevant test data. Using deep reinforcement learning (DRL), we introduce a self-learning mechanism to the game testing framework. With DRL, the framework is capable of exploring and/or exploiting the game mechanics based on a user-defined, reinforcing reward signal. As a result, test coverage is increased and unintended game play mechanics, exploits and bugs are discovered in a multitude of game types. In this paper, we show that DRL can be used to increase test coverage, find exploits, test map difficulty, and to detect common problems that arise in the testing of first-person shooter (FPS) games.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When creating modern games, hundreds of developers, designers and artists are often involved. Game assets amount to thousands, map sizes are measured in square kilometers, and characters and abilities are often abundant. As games become more complex, so do the requirements for testing them, thus increasing the need for automated solutions where the sole use of human testers is both impractical and expensive. Common methods involve scripting behaviours of classical in-game AI actors offering scalable, predictable and efficient ways of automating testing. However, these methods present drawbacks when it comes to adaptability and learnability. See section III for further discussion.

Reinforcement learning (RL) models open up the possibility of complementing current scripted and automated solutions by learning directly from playing the game without the need of human intervention. Modern RL algorithms are able to explore complex environments [1] while also being able to find exploits in the game mechanics [2]. RL fits particularly well in modern FPS games which, arguably, consist of two main phases: navigation (finding objectives, enemies, weapons, health, etc.) and combat (shooting, reloading, taking cover, etc.). Recent techniques have tackled these kinds of scenarios using either a single model learning the dynamics of the whole game [3], or two models focusing on specific domains respectively (navigation and combat) [4].

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Research in game testing has provided arguments for automated testing using Monte-Carlo simulation and handcrafted player models to play and predict the level of difficulty in novel parameter configurations of a given game [5]. Supervised learning using human game play data has successfully been applied to testing in 2D mobile puzzle games by predicting human-like actions to evaluate the playability of game levels [6]. Reinforcement learning has also been used for quality assurance where a Q-learning based model is trained to explore graphical user interfaces of mobile applications [7]. Applications of reinforcement learning in game testing show the usability of human-like agents for game evaluation and balancing purposes as well as the problematic nature of applying the technology in a game production setting [8]. Active learning techniques have been applied in games to decrease the amount of human play testing needed for quality assurance by preemptively finding closer-to-optimal game parameters ahead of testing [9]. In the work that is most similar to ours, a combination of evolutionary algorithms, DRL and multi-objective optimization is used to test online combat games [10]. However, in this paper we take a modular approach where RL is used to complement classical test scripting rather than replace it. We expand on this research including exploit detection and continuous actions (simulating continuous controllers like mouse and game-pads) while focusing on navigation (as opposed to combat).

III. METHOD

The methodology presented in this paper is the result from close collaboration between researchers and game testers.

A. Reinforcement Learning

Scripted agents are appealing due to their predictable and reproducible behaviours. However, scripting alone is not a perfect solution and there are key motivations for complementing it with RL.

- RL agents have the capacity to learn from interactions with the game environment [3], as opposed to traditional methods. This results in behaviours more closely resembling those of human players, thus increasing the probability of finding bugs and exploits.
- Scripting and coding behaviours can be both hard and cumbersome. Moreover, any change or update to the game is likely to require rewriting or updating existing test scripts. RL agents, on the contrary, can be retrained or fine-tuned with minimal to no changes to the general setup. RL agents are also likely to learn complex policies...
which would otherwise remain out of reach for classical scripting.

- RL agents can be controlled via the reward signal to express a specific behaviour. Rewards can be used to encourage the agents to play in a certain style, e.g. to make an agent play more defensively one can alter the reward function towards giving higher rewards for defensive behaviours. The reward signal can also be used to imitate human players and to encourage exploration by means of curiosity [11].

Both scripted and RL agents are scalable in the sense that it is possible to parallelize and execute thousands of agents on a few machines. With these properties, we argue that RL is an ideal technique for augmenting automated testing and complementing classical scripting.

B. Agent Controllers

In scripted automatic testing it is a common practice to use pre-baked navigation meshes to allow agents to move along the shortest paths available. Navigation meshes, however, are not designed to resemble the freedom of movement that a human player experiences. Any agent exclusively following these trajectories will fail to explore the environment to the same degree a human would and it is therefore likely to miss navigation-related bugs.

In the following experiments, the RL agents use continuous controller inputs corresponding to a game controller, i.e. forward/backward, left/right turn, left/right strafe, and jump. No navigation meshes are introduced in the demonstrated environments.

C. Agent observation and reward function

The observation state for all agents in this paper is an aggregated observation vector consisting of: agents position relative to the goal ($\mathbb{R}^3$), agents velocity ($\mathbb{R}^3$), agent world rotation ($\mathbb{R}^4$), goal distance ($\mathbb{R}$), is climbing ($\mathbb{B}$), contact with ground ($\mathbb{B}$), jump cool-down time ($\mathbb{R}$), reset timer ($\mathbb{R}$) and a vision array. The vision array consists of 12 ray casts in various directions. All values are normalized to be kept between $[-1, 1]$. The agents receive an incremental, positive reward for moving towards a goal and an equally sized negative reward as a penalty for moving away from it.

D. Environments

We test our hypothesis on a set of sand-box environments where we can test certain bug classes (e.g. navigation bugs, exploits, etc.). We investigate local navigation tasks by letting the environments represent a smaller part of larger maps where hundreds of agents could be deployed to test different areas. The agents always start in the same positions in the environment so as not to use random placement as a mean to explore the map. We employ four different sand-box environments:

- **Exploit** - One of the walls in the environment lacks a collision mesh thus allowing the agent to exploit a shortcut that is not intentional. See Fig. 1.

E. Test scenarios

This paper focuses on navigation in FPS type games. However, the approach we use is transferable not only to other elements of an FPS game such as target selection and shooting but also to other types of games. We apply RL to a set of different areas: game exploits and bugs, distribution of visited states, and difficulty evaluation.

F. Training

We compare different algorithms (see Fig. 3) and for the experiments in this paper, Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
tends to reach higher scores without a significant increase in training time [12]. For this reason, we will be using PPO and report its performance in the following. We train the models using a training server hosted on one machine (AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1950X @ 3.4 GHz, Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti) being served data from clients running on 4 separate machines (same CPUs as above). During evaluation, the algorithms interact with the environment at an average rate of 10000 interactions/second. With an action repeat of 3, this results in a total of 30000 actions/second. Assuming a human is able to perform 10 in-game actions per second, the performance average over the algorithms corresponds to 3000 human players. With this setup, only a fraction of the machines and time required for a corresponding human play test is needed.

Training the agents in the various environments requires between 50 - 1000 M environment frames depending on the complexity of the game. Fig. 3 shows a detailed comparison between the different algorithms for the Dynamic Navigation environment. All agents in the other environments and tests are trained with identical algorithm (i.e. PPO), hyper-parameters, observations, and reward function, i.e. they are not tailored to the task at hand. In the following section we present our findings and discuss them in detail.

IV. RESULTS

A. Game exploits and logical bugs

A game exploit is a class of bugs that gives the player the means to play the game with an unfair advantage. Exploits may lead to unbalanced game play ultimately resulting in a deteriorated player experience. Examples of game exploits are the possibility of moving through walls or hide inside objects (making the player invisible to others) due to missing collision meshes. In comparison, logical game bugs introduce unpredictable and unintended effects to the game play experience. One example are those areas in a level where the player gets stuck and cannot leave. In the worst case scenario, logical bugs may render the game unplayable.

One of the main differences between traditional game AI (i.e. scripting) and machine learning is the ability of the latter to learn from playing the game. This ability allows RL agents to improve as they interact with the game and learn the underlying reward function. Moreover, there are plenty of examples where RL algorithms have found unintended mechanics in complex scenarios [2]. Unlike human play testers, however, RL agents have no prior understanding of how a game is intended to be played. Although this could be regarded as a disadvantage, in the context of game testing, we argue, it becomes a useful attribute for finding exploits.

We use the Exploit environment (see Fig. 1) as an example of what could happen when the lack of a collision mesh opens up a short-cut in the environment. Comparing Figs. 4a and 4d we see how the two agent types (scripted and RL) behave. In Fig. 4a it is evident that the scripted navigation mesh agent is unaware of the available short-cut. In contrast, the RL agent quickly finds a way of exploiting the missing collision mesh and learns to walk through the wall to maximize its reward (see Fig. 4d).

Furthermore, using a navigation mesh is not an effective way of finding areas where players could get stuck. These areas are often found in places human players are not expected to reach and are therefore very rarely covered by the navigation mesh. In the following experiment we used the Stuck Player sand-box to analyze the positions in the map where agents would time-out. Fig. 5 shows the positions of the agents at
RL agent fully trained.
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Fig. 5: Results from Stuck Player sand-box: The small boxes show where the agents timeout, clearly indicating where on the map the agents get stuck.
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Fig. 6: Heat maps generated during training on the Dynamic Navigation sand-box. See Fig. 2. The white dots indicate that the agent managed to reach a navigation goal. One of the goals that is harder to reach can be seen to the left in the heat maps. Reaching this goal requires the agent to jump on two thin ledges which only occurs at the end of training (Fig. (b)).

the end of each training episode. From visual inspection alone it is clear that all five areas of interest could be identified.

B. Distribution of game states visited

Adequate test coverage is important to successfully test server load, graphical issues, performance bottlenecks, etc. In order to maximize the test coverage it is desirable to visit all reachable states within the game. Human testers naturally achieve this as they generally play with diverse objective functions and play styles. Traditional testing using navigation meshes leads to a mechanical and repeating pattern, see for example Fig. 4a. In the RL approach, the agents frequently update their behaviours during training ranging from exploration to exploit focused (compare Figs. 6a and 6b).

C. Difficulty evaluation

The time it takes for the agent to master a task can be used as an indicator of how difficult the game would be for a human player. Table I shows a comparison of the number of frames required to train navigation agents in different environments. As the complexity of the tasks increases (due to larger and/or dynamic scenarios), so does the time required to train the agents. We envision these metrics being used to measure and compare the difficulty of games.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we have shown how RL can be used to augment traditional scripting methods to test video games. From experience in production, we have observed that RL is better suited for modular integration where it can complement rather than replace existing techniques. Not all problems are better solved with RL and training is substantially easier when focusing on single, well isolated tasks. RL can complement scripted tests in edge cases where human-like navigation, exploration, exploit detection and difficulty evaluation is hard to achieve.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand-box</th>
<th>80% of max</th>
<th>50% of max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploit-Explore</td>
<td>88.2 M</td>
<td>70.8 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>298.8 M</td>
<td>197.4 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Navigation</td>
<td>342.0 M</td>
<td>224.1 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Comparison of identical tasks but in different environments, see Figs. 1 and 2. We report frames required to reach a certain percentage of max reward.